
Inheritance of non-φ-features and Duala A′-movement morphology

Introduction. Feature inheritance (FI), which passes unvalued uninterpretable features from
phase heads C and v* to T and V, respectively, has several theoretical arguments in its favor (the
relative timing of valuation and Transfer (Chomsky 2007; Richards 2007) and of Case and θ -role
assignment (Epstein et al. 2012)). Richards (2012) notes that many of its touted empirical advan-
tages are controversial; clearer support comes from his demonstration that participial agreement
triggered by A-movement falls out from φ-FI. This paper does the same for inheritance of non-φ-
features, using data from morphology triggered by A′-movement in Duala.

Data (Epée 1975, 1976a,b). In Duala, A′-movement (focus movement, relativization, or wh-
movement) of an element other than the matrix subject requires the presence of an invariant particle
no̱ following the highest verb in the clause where the A′-operator takes scope:

(1) nu
that

moto
man

nde
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Kuo̱
1.Kuo̱

a-bodi
1.sm-give

*(no̱)
nse

kalati
book

kie̱le̱
yesterday

‘It’s that man that Kuo̱ gave a book to yesterday.’ (Epée 1976b:194)
No̱ does not appear in local subject extraction, with wh-in situ, or outside the scopal clause.

Analysis. No̱ immediately follows the highest verb, suggesting that it realizes a feature on T.
Furthermore, the fact that no̱’s distribution is limited to the scopal clause indicates that this feature
is not inherent on T but is instead inherited from C, where the A′-operator takes scope.

Once C is merged, FI, Agree, and Internal Merge (IM) proceed in parallel (Chomsky 2008).
All of C’s features are inherited by T (Chomsky 2013), but I propose that C may have an unval-
ued uninterpretable [Op] feature, which remains on C even after FI (Ouali 2008). Uninterpretable
features are invisible to the conceptual-intentional interface, so these do not cause a crash (Epstein
et al. 2010). A′-operators have an interpretable [Op] with a value such as focus, wh, relative, etc.

When a non-subject is extracted (2), C probes for theA′-operator on the edge of v*P and receives
its [Op] value. T probes for the subject (the object does not intervene because it IMs to SpecCP in
parallel), so T’s φ-features get valued and the subject receives Case, but the uninterpretable [Op] on
T remains unvalued. No̱ is inserted when [Op] on T remains unvalued after Transfer; although this
feature is Transferred unvalued, the derivation does not terminate in the phonological component
because there is a Vocabulary Item that can be inserted.

(2) ....[CP ..C[uOp:foc] ..[TP ..T[uOp: , uφ:α] ..[v*P ..Obj[iOp:foc, iφ:β , acc] ..Subj[iφ:α , nom] ..v* ...]]]......

In local subject extraction (3), the subject is the goal of both C’s and T’s probing. [Op] gets
valued on both C and T, φ-features get valued on T, and the subject receives Case. Because [Op]
on T is valued, it is overspecified for no̱ insertion (Halle 1997).

(3) ....[CP ..C[uOp:foc] ..[TP ..T[uOp:foc, uφ:α] ..[v*P ..Subj[iOp:foc, iφ:α , nom] ..v* ..Obj[iφ:β , acc] .....]]].....

Conclusion. Duala no̱ is a morphological reflex on T of a feature associated with anA′-operator
that takes scope in the CP domain. This featural link between C and T is straightforwardly derived
under FI.
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